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A New Phase of  Unity and Cooperation of  TLBU Community 

   2013 Voluntary Contribution Campaign 
President initiated it with substantial 
debts,  but he had never mentioned these 
difficulties to his  students. However,  in 
2008, Global Economic Crisis  began to 
emerge, and after the establishment of 
TLBU Global School, a more than 10 
-million-dollar project,  TLBU Commu-
nity in Seoul has suffered much in terms 
of financial sector which accumulates  a 
large burden on the school operating 
process  and its daily expenses  for TLBU 
graduate students. Bill accumulations 
have triggered many problems, staff pay-
day needs  to be postponed;  whereas 
President LYOU’s bank account and 
credit cards  have been blocked,  since    he 
sold all his  properties to support our 
study,  but could not pay capital gain tax 
and other tax and bills. Fortunately 
thanks  to the devotion of senior Wang Ya 
and others, Oh St. Joseph Hotel (Howard 
Johnson)  in New Jersey and Office Build-
ing in Washington DC Area are in good 
business  and are supporting TLBU in 
Seoul and Paris.

Having been in such a difficult cir-
cumstance,  President LYOU is of a belief 
that  it should be time to  strengthen the 
cooperation and unity of TLBU Com-
munity, and should begin TLBU Global 
projects  including trade and law firm 
networking. For this  reason, he proposed 
a voluntary contribution campaign to 
TLBU family members in China,  Viet-

nam ,  Cambodia, Indonesia, Laos  and 
Korea,  and in response to his  call, many 
family members  immediately expressed 
strong and warm support. He was  pro-
foundly impressed and deeply proud of 
his  beloved children. Most alumni from 
the first entering year 2001 until the latest 
year 2011 warmly expressed their strong 
desires  to support the voluntary contribu-
tion campaign with their financial aid 
and promises to annually support further 
funds  for the sake of TLBU Divine Mis-
sion.

It should be reminded that between 
2009 and 2010, ten Chinese alumni, by 
themselves,  had already made a big con-
tribution to TLBU in Seoul. On Decem-
ber 8,  2009 alumnus  Peng  shangyue from 
entering  year 1 (2001) had made a re-
markable contribution to TLBU. Between 
November and December 2010, the fol-
lowing  contributors  include alumni 
PENG Shangyue, XIA JI, and Lan Lan 
(Y1C), alumna Lin Lihui (Y2C),  alumni 
Chen Li, Wu Yingxi, TU Jun,  and Li 
Guodong (Y4C), and alumni Wang Xi 
and WU Chen (Y5C)  also expressed their 
strong support through this  voluntary 
contribution.

However,  the voluntary contribution 
campaign in 2013 marks  a very signifi-
cant difference. A great many of alumni 
from South-east Asian and East Asian 
countries  in particular China, Korea, 
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More than 25 years  of preparation 
for his  divine mission,  President LYOU 
Byung Hwa,  our Father, has  devoted eve-
rything to build up and bring the TLBU 
Mission to light. With a sharp vision in 
social and global changes, President 
LYOU strongly conceives  that TLBU 
Mission should be a divine mission, and 
thus  TLBU will be on an ever-growing 
path toward the everlasting  peace-making 
Mission.

Since its  inception and preparation 
from 1987,  TLBU has always  been con-
fronted with hardships in particular the 
financial deficiency. Even when TLBU 
opened and began its  operation in 2001, 
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Alumnus Peng Shangyue Visited TLBU Oh St. Joseph Resort Hotel in New Jersey

Cambodia, Vietnam, Loa, and Indonesia 
have continuously remitted thousands  of 
dollars  into this  voluntary contribution 
campaign. According to the statistics  
recorded, by October 15,  a hundred and 
ten members including  the promised 
contributors  of TLBU alumni from 
China have contributed approximately 
$138,  600 to this  campaign. At the same 
time,  thirty-one Vietnamese alumni have 
remitted and promised to remit in total 
around $7, 400. As regard to Cambodian 
alumni, twenty-three members  have re-
mitted and promised to  remit about 
$7000;  furthermore, five TLBU alumni 
from Korea and Japan have also  remitted 
around $6000 into this  campaign. Be-
sides,  ten members of TLBU alumni 
from Indonesia have remitted $2000 and 
promised to remit more. In addition, five 
Laotian alumni have remitted $500 and 
are keeping promises  to remit this volun-
tary contribution very soon.

Through this  voluntary contribution 
campaign, many alumni have continu-

ously contributed with a considerable 
amount of fund in particular alumni 
CHEN Li, SHE Qingxin, PENG 
Shangyue,  JIA Ying,  YUAN Kai- CAO 
Ying,  MA Junhua,  DAI Liu,  LI Linlin, 
LAN Yan, LIU Shasha,  SUN Jinghong- 
Ouyang Jinying, WANG Jing- JIANG 
Jingjing,  CAO Jia, ZHANG Xiuqing, 
and alumnus EN Sopheap.

In respect to this,  the voluntary 
contribution campaign has  smoothly 
progressed by the facilitation and coordi-
nation from certain devoted coordinators 
such as  alumni XIA JI, CHE Yanhua,  Jia 
Ying,  Dong Yanqing,  ZHANG Tingyi, 
LIU Shasha, Lan Yan,  DAI Liu, CHEN 
Li,  SHE Qingxin,  LUO Na, WANG 
Jing, Cao Jia, Chen Tao,   LI Jue,  Zhu 
Jian, TU Miao, WAN Heng,  Ma Rui, 
WANG Ya,  SHI Lingting,  ZHANG 
Xian, Li Shuo,    YANG Lei, Liao 
Wenmu, WANG Lefei,  SHI Qian,  and 
Alumnus LAY Sopheak.

This contribution from all TLBU 
alumni will be recorded and annually 

built  up a foundation fund for every re-
spective contributors. This  particular 
foundation fund will be utilized for spe-
cific usages  to support the TLBU Divine 
Mission.

TLBU alumni have proudly demon-
strated their strong will to voluntarily 
contribute to this  campaign without hesi-
tation so as  to express  their gratitude and 
deep respects  for TLBU President, their 
Father, who had devoted everything to 
seed their integral parts  of knowledge, 
social and leadership skill during their 
stays  in TLBU. The alumni voluntary 
contribution will open a new phase of 
unity and cooperation of TLBU com-
munity. This campaign will also strongly 
support and fertilize new seeds of leaders 
for global peace and regional coopera-
tion in accordance with the will of the 
TLBU Founder.

     Written by: Taing Leangchhoung
     Edited by: Wendu Yuexin

Recently, alumnus  Peng  Shangyue, 
one of TLBU alumni from entering  year 
2001, has  visited one of the TLBU foun-
dations  in  United States,  Oh St. Joseph 
Resort Hotel.

Alumnus  Peng  Shangyue,  who 
comes  from Wenzhou, Zhejiang Prov-
ince,  is now successfully running  his real 
estate business in Yancheng, Jiangsu 
Province. After graduated from TLBU in 

2003, he has  never forgotten that he is 
always  one of the TLBU family members 
and has  been keeping his eyes  on the 
progress  of TLBU. By three times  of 
contributions, he has donated approxi-
mately 140,  000RMB（around $23, 
000） to TLBU Community, which is 
very helpful to  the daily operation of 
TLBU and more importantly,  continu-
ously keeping  inspiring  all TLBU family 
members. Recently, he has  visited our 

hotel in New Jersey with a very warm 
welcome from senior Wang Ya and Yang 
Lei.

TLBU purchased the Oh St. Joseph 
Resort Hotel in May 2012. This hotel is 
located in Atlantic City,  New Jersey, 
which is  one of the most important insti-
tutions of TLBU in United States, which 
is providing indispensable financial sup-
port to the whole TLBU Global System. 
It is  a well-accommodated modern hotel 
with a homely atmosphere, providing 
comfortable places  for staying, meeting 
and relaxing. Senior Wang Ya,  who 
graduated in 2010, is  now managing this 
hotel. 

               
               
               Written By: XU Jun
               Edited by: Wendu Yuexin, 
                       Taing Leangchhoung

!Alumni Peng Shangyue, Wang Ya and Yang Lei 
at Oh St. Joseph Resort Hotel, New Jersey.

Oh St. Joseph Resort Hotel in New Jersey.
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TLBU Family Picture Wall

Chinese alumnus Xia Ji (right), enter-
ing year 1 (2001), and his family.

Chinese alumna Zhang Tingyi (right), 
entering year 3 (2003), and her family.

Chinese alumnus Yuan Kai (left), entering year 
2 (2002) , alumna Cao Ying (right), entering 

year 4 (2004), and their children.

Chinese alumna Dong Yanqing  (right), 
entering year 2 (2002), and her family.

Chinese alumnus Jiang Jingjing (right),  
and alumna Wang Jing (left), entering 

year 5 (2005), and their child.

Cambodian alumnus EN Sopheap (left), 
entering year 5 (2005),and his wife.

Vietnamese alumna TRAN Thu Thao, 
entering year 2011.

Collected by: Qu Zheng, Zou Mingjun, Taing Leangchhoung, 
                      Nguyen Thu Hang, Nguyen Minh Duc.
Edited by: Wendu Yuexin 

Chinese alumnus Cai Zhijie’s wife 
and their child. Alumnus Cai, 

entering year 4 (2004).

NOTICE: The Family Picture Wall will freshly introduce    
around 10 alumni pictures in the every up-coming issue.


